Introduction
Complex gene regulatory circuits typically involve a large network of molecular interactions, the collective operation of which specifies patterns of gene expression. These circuits are often described by a wiring diagram, in which the various components are connected with positive or negative arrows to symbolize stimulation and inhibition of functions (an example is in Figure 1A) . But often the mechanistic basis of the positive and negative effects is not clear. We know from well-studied systems that the mechanisms are often subtle, and they may not be recognizable by sequence analysis. Moreover, even when the mechanisms are known, it is usually not known whether they need to work correctly for the circuit to function at all. If, rather than being essential, a mechanistic feature improves the operation of a functional circuit, it is plausible that this feature was added to a simpler version of the circuit late in the course of evolution.
Circuits have classically been analysed using a combination of genetics and biochemistry: genetics identifies components and gives clues about their function; biochemistry analyses their properties and interactions at a mechanistic level. Uncoupling the system, for instance by using reporter genes to analyse promoter activity in vivo [1] , also provides reduced versions of the system for more incisive analysis of subtle features and interconnections. The result is a wiring diagram for the circuit and models for the importance of particular features of the circuit.
How can we test whether specific features are in fact critical for the operation of a circuit? As is often stated, the whole is more than the sum of the parts. Complex circuits have 'emergent' properties -behaviors that are not readily predictable from the properties of the components, but arise from the operation of the circuit as a whole -such as threshold behavior and bistability. Hence, we should assess the impact of changing mechanistic features in the context of the intact circuit rather than in a reduced version.
The studies reviewed here tested whether several mechanistic features of the phage l circuitry are necessary for the circuit to work at all, or whether instead they are not essential for qualitatively normal behavior. Importantly, by 'dispensable' or 'not essential' I mean that a mutant circuit lacking a given feature has qualitatively normal behavior, not that the mutant circuit is as fit as the wild type. Such a mutant circuit could plausibly persist in nature long enough to evolve towards more optimal behavior.
The l circuitry is an ideal test-bed for exploring this issue. It involves several regulatory decisions, an epigenetic switch, and a highly stable regulatory state. All, or nearly all, the critical components and interactions have been identified and analysed in detail, and mutants affecting various subtle mechanistic features of the system are available. This depth of analysis allows us to create more primitive versions of the circuit. Moreover, facile genetic selections (which allow only the desired variant to grow) and screens (which identify variants by their phenotype) are available to select for altered function if necessary.
I first describe briefly several properties of bistable circuits, and then review the l circuitry. I describe cases in l in which certain features have been removed, then turn to the implications of these findings for the evolution of complex circuits, and describe a few examples in other circuits that, like l, are sufficiently well-understood to allow this type of analysis to be done and interpreted at the molecular level.
Features of Bistable Circuits
A bistable system can exist in two stable states [2] . Bistable systems are ubiquitous in biology, both in gene regulatory circuits and in other aspects of cellular behavior. The l circuit is bistable, and a brief review of features contributing to bistability highlights the importance of several features of the l circuitry. As outlined by Ferrell [2] , for a circuit to be bistable, it needs to include both some form of positive feedback or Figures 2D and 5B below), and some form of non-linearity, such as cooperative DNA binding or weak protein dimerization. These features help drive the system away from an 'undecided' state in which it is poised in an intermediate position. All these features are present in the l circuit.
An additional feature of bistable circuits, which has received less emphasis but is needed to ensure bistability, is that of balance. If the forces contributing to stability of one state are too strong, the system will tend to switch to that state when begun in the other state, as a result of noise (for instance, see [3] ). Studies with the l circuit (see below) have revealed numerous cases of imbalance, and these could evolve under selective pressure to more balanced forms.
Phage l Gene Regulatory Circuitry The l circuitry implements several different regulatory decisions, states and switches [4] [5] [6] . Like most viruses, l can grow lytically, making w100 new virions per infected cell ( Figure 2A ). In addition, l has an alternative life-style, the lysogenic state, in which it sets up housekeeping in the host. In this state, expression of lytic genes is prevented by the action of a master regulatory protein, the viral CI protein, also known as lambda repressor.
The lysogenic state is extremely stable, but it can switch efficiently to the lytic pathway in the process of prophage induction. Induction is triggered by the host SOS response to treatments that damage DNA, such as ultraviolet (UV) irradiation, or inhibit replication [7] . This response leads to proteolytic cleavage of CI, inactivating it and allowing expression of the lytic genes. It is believed that l has taken advantage of the host regulatory system, responding to a signal that the host cell is in trouble [7, 8] , like rats leaving a sinking ship. An additional feature of prophage induction is the systems property of threshold behavior [9] . At low doses of DNA damage, induction is inefficient; at progressively higher doses, it rather abruptly becomes efficient. This behavior defines a threshold we term the 'set point', the dose of DNA damage that gives 50% of the maximal yield of phage. The set point, at least after UV induction, is approximately the UV dose that starts to kill non-lysogenic host cells. Although features of the l circuitry may contribute to threshold behavior, it probably results primarily from the kinetics with which RecA is activated [10] [11] [12] ; at low dosages of DNA damage, RecA does not remain activated long enough to cleave all the CI, preventing switching.
The lysis-lysogeny decision [5, 13, 14] is not as well understood as the events discussed below. It is largely dictated by the levels of another l regulator, CII; at high levels, CII activates expression of several promoters that favor the lysogenic pathway. These include P RE (the promoter for repressor establishment), which drives high-level expression of CI. FtsH protease degrades CII [15] ; biochemical analysis of this reaction is difficult, because FtsH, and several other factors that may control its activity, are membrane-bound. In addition, the decision is often described as responsive to 'cellular physiology', a catch-all explanation, akin to 'chromatin effects' or 'conformational changes', which may be true but does not by itself offer mechanistic insight.
The master regulator CI has several properties ( Figure 2B ) that contribute to the operation of the l circuitry. Most of them involve its action at a complex regulatory region termed the O R region ( Figure 2C ), which includes two promoters -P R , an early lytic promoter, and P RM (the promoter for repressor maintenance), which drives expression of cI in a lysogen. First, CI binds to three operators in the O R region; it binds tightly to O R 1 and more weakly to O R 2 and O R 3. Hence it has differential affinities for its binding sites. When bound to O R 1 and/or O R 2, CI represses P R . Second, CI binds cooperatively to O R 1 and O R 2, forming a tetramer [1, 16] . Cooperative binding greatly increases occupancy of O R 2. Third, CI positively autoregulates its own expression from P RM , through a protein-protein interaction between CI bound to O R 2 and RNA polymerase bound to P RM . Fourth, CI also negatively autoregulates its own expression by binding to O R 3; this effect is weak in the absence of the next feature. Fifth, cooperative interactions can occur between a CI tetramer at O R and one at a second, distant binding site, termed O L , forming a 2.4 kilobase loop. Looping markedly increases CI binding to O R 3, favoring negative autoregulation [17, 18] , a feature that damps out fluctuations in CI levels [17, 19] . Looping also further stimulates P RM approximately two-fold, provided that O R 3 is not occupied [20, 21] . Finally, it undergoes RecA-mediated proteolysis, a reaction [31] ; see text for details). CI has two domains: an amino-terminal DNAbinding domain, and a carboxy-terminal domain that has contacts for dimerization and cooperativity, and carries out the specific cleavage reaction. In the tetramer, structural evidence suggests that both subunits of a dimer contact the other dimer [16] . Cooperativity is 'alternate pairwise'; a CI dimer bound to O R 2 can contact a dimer at O R 1 or at O R 3, but not both simultaneously [1, 16] . The architecture of the octamer in the looped form is not known, and it may have several possible forms. In addition to effects described in the text, looping increases the occupancy of O L and O R , affording more complete repression of P L and P R (from [31] , ª American Society for Microbiology). (C) Genes and cis-acting sites in the immunity region. Map is to scale. The immunity region is defined by the CI and Cro genes and the sites to which Cro and CI bind. Narrow arrows represent transcripts (those from P L and P R extend beyond the map shown). In many lambdoid phages (including l) there is genetic material between CI and the O L region [58] ; in others, O L lies adjacent to CI. (D) Molecular basis for bistability in l [4] . Occupancy patterns at moderate concentrations of CI or Cro are shown. The resulting pattern of gene expression at the P RM and P R promoters are indicated; in the top panel, the result is CI on/ Cro off, while in the bottom panel it is CI off/ Cro on. Both states are self-perpetuating. Cro is required during lytic growth to give partial repression of P R and P L , by binding relatively
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catalysed by CI itself but greatly stimulated in vivo by activated RecA [22, 23] . Taken together, these properties of CI lead to an emergent property of the regulatory system, specifically that of a switch, such that CI concentrations are high or low but not in between. The non-linearity of binding, due to cooperativity and weak CI dimerization, makes a steep binding curve of CI to its operators -the occupancy of the operators changes dramatically over a narrow concentration range of CIand positive autoregulation drives the system from the middle of this range to the high-CI state. In the absence of RecA-mediated cleavage, another regulatory protein, Cro (see below), is needed to stabilize a CI-off state of the switch ( Figure 2D ).
These properties of CI help explain how the lysogenic state can be almost completely stable in the absence of perturbations, and almost completely destabilized by SOS induction. In the absence of the SOS system, lysogens switch to the lytic pathway at an extremely low rate, probably <10
28
per generation (J.W.L. and C.B. Michalowski, submitted for publication). As CI is removed by cleavage, negative autoregulation is relieved, and P RM becomes stronger, counteracting the effects of cleavage. However, as CI levels fall below a critical level as a result of cleavage, positive autoregulation weakens, and new synthesis is less able to replenish CI levels, driving the system towards switching. The steep binding curve ensures that occupancy of the operators is abruptly reduced at this critical level, allowing expression of lytic promoters [1] .
Another l regulatory protein, Cro, is expressed from P R and acts to oppose CI. To complicate matters, Cro and CI bind to the same sites in the O R and O L regions; however, they bind with different affinities and different consequences ( Figure 2D ). Cro binds tightly to O R 3, repressing P RM without affecting its own expression from P R . The l circuitry can persist in a stable Cro-on CI-off state, the 'anti-immune' state, if lytic functions are inactivated by mutation. Although this state has no normal role in the l life cycle, the l circuit can hence be viewed as a bistable switch. As described below, Cro also plays a modulatory role in prophage induction [12, 24] .
Lambda is just one of a family of 'lambdoid' phages with generally similar gene organization and regulatory circuitry [25] [26] [27] . None has been examined in as great a depth as l, but where tested most if not all have mechanistic features similar to those found in l, including cooperative DNA binding, positive autoregulation, and differential operator binding. This suggests that these features are advantageous to the operation of the circuitry, though it does not prove that they are essential. Certain lambdoid phages have variations on the l theme. For instance, phage HK022 has an extra CI binding site lying distal to cro [28] ; phage 933 W has only two O L operators [29, 30] ; and phage P22 has an additional repressor system [25] .
Some Features of the l Circuit Are Not Essential
We and others have tested the importance of several features in the context of the intact l circuit, using the following approach [9, 11, 31] . First, a particular feature of the circuitry is removed from the phage by mutation. Second, the operation of the mutant circuitry is compared with that of the wildtype circuit. Third, if needed, second-site suppressor mutations are added to compensate, at least in part, for observed defects in the circuitry.
Operationally, we define proper function of the l circuitry by the ability to grow lytically, to form stable lysogens, and to undergo prophage induction, ideally with a set point similar to that of the wild type. These criteria are limited in several ways. They do not include a wild-type balance in the lysislysogeny decision. Also, the tests are done under laboratory conditions. In nature the circuitry presumably operates under a wide range of conditions, but it is unclear how to 'integrate' the selective forces operating over this range, and we assume that laboratory conditions are an adequate proxy.
Differential Affinities of CI and Cro for O R Operators
To test whether the differential operator affinities of CI and Cro ( Figure 2D ) are essential, we used a set of three 'symmetrical variants' [9] , in which O R 1 and/or O R 3 are mutated so that both have the same sequence (for example, Figure 3) . O R 1 and O R 3 differ in three nucleotide positions. Changing these positions primarily affects two parameters, the affinities of Cro and CI for the mutated operator or operators, and not other features of the circuitry. We found that these symmetrical variants are qualitatively normal in their behavior, as judged by the above criteria [9] . They grow lytically; they readily form stable lysogens, though these are less stable than wild-type lysogens; and they undergo prophage induction, with threshold behavior. Each has a set point lower than that of the wild type, but this may not be a defect in certain contexts (see next section).
Of these variants, lO R 323 is the least similar to the wild type. It has a mild growth defect, because Cro binds tightly to the O R 3 site at the position of O R 1, giving too much repression of early lytic functions. Strikingly, this mutant can evolve towards the wild type under two different kinds of selective pressure ( Figure 3) . First, enrichment for better lytic growth yields mutants with changes in the O R 3 site at O R 1, including a change of operator position 3 to its wild-type counterpart [9] . Second, enrichment for variants of lO R 323 with a set point closer to that of the wild type (J.W.L. and C.B. Michalowski, unpublished data) yields mutants of various types (Figure 3 legend) , including one that changes a different position in the mutated O R 1 site to its wild-type counterpart. This variant still has the growth defect of lO R 323, and presumably could evolve by mutation of position 3 to the wild type under selective pressure for better lytic growth.
We conclude, first, that the differential affinities are not essential features of the l circuitry. They make it work better, but are not absolutely required for it to work acceptably well. Second, a mutant lacking this feature can evolve towards the wild type under selective pressures that likely have natural counterparts. Hence, it is plausible that this feature is a refinement to a more basic form of the circuit.
Positive Autoregulation of cI CI stimulates its own expression six-to eight-fold from P RM by an interaction with RNA polymerase [32] . The cI D38 N mutation was identified in a screen using an uncoupled system [33] . It largely blocks positive autoregulation without changing other properties of CI. Accordingly, the l cI D38 N mutant phage should have little positive autoregulation. We found that this phage can lysogenize, but lysogens are rather unstable and have a drastically reduced set point for prophage induction [31] . We isolated variants with a set point closer to that of the wild type using cassette mutagenesis of P RM followed by a genetic enrichment scheme. These variants have stronger alleles of P RM , and presumably give CI levels near those of the wild type [31] . Prophage induction shows threshold behavior [31] . We conclude that positive autoregulation is a dispensable feature of the l circuitry. Again, perhaps it was added during evolution to make the circuitry work better.
Positive autoregulation could plausibly have been added by the following pathway [31] , which is based on several aspects of l biology. First, lambdoid phages have a modular organization ( Figure 4A) , with functional modules arrayed along the length of the genome [26, 27] . These modules reassort on an evolutionary time scale. Second, a non-essential region near the right end of the genome can carry genes encoding Shiga toxin. When a bacterial strain lysogenic for a phage carrying Shiga toxin genes enters the gut of a mammalian host, expression of Shiga toxin leads to severe diarrhea. Shiga toxin genes are expressed only after prophage induction, which occurs spontaneously in a small fraction of cells, perhaps favoring dispersal of the noninduced lysogenic brethren of the induced cells in the environment. Lysogens of phages carrying Shiga toxin have low set points for prophage induction [34] , and it is suggested [34] that this resulted from selection for a high frequency of spontaneous induction. Third, it is believed (see above) that the value for the set point of lambda is determined by a different selective pressure, the dose of DNA damage that starts to kill the bacterial host. Finally, the set point is well correlated with the strength of P RM [31, 35] .
The pathway ( Figure 4B ) begins with a phage with the set point of l, but with a strong P RM and no positive autoregulation. In the first step, module recombination between two phages combines this immunity region with an allele of the right end carrying Shiga toxin. Second, selection for a low set point (by optimizing Shiga toxin production) favors a weak P RM . This combination then loses the Shiga toxin allele, and the resultant phage undergoes selection for λ:
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Higher set point a higher set point, again by making P RM stronger, but now doing so by mutating CI to provide a favorable protein-protein contact with RNA polymerase, yielding the arrangement found in l. Of note, this pathway illustrates an important feature of evolution, namely that selective pressure to evolve a particular trait may operate in a different context than the one in which the trait presently resides.
Cooperativity
Several mutations in cI, identified in an uncoupled system, are known to disrupt cooperative DNA binding [36] , including Y210 N. CI-mediated looping likely involves the same contacts [37] . To test whether cooperativity is an essential feature, we made a mutant phage carrying cI Y210 N [11] . This phage cannot lysogenize. A genetic selection identified variants that can lysogenize, including ones carrying prm252, a stronger P RM mutant. A third mutation (oR2up), which was isolated in a different genetic selection, confers stronger CI binding to O R 2; it was combined with the other two mutations. In the resulting triple mutant (l cI Y210 N oR2up prm252), increased occupancy of O R 2 allows positive autoregulation, and the P RM mutation affords a higher CI level. This mutant has nearly normal behavior, with threshold behavior in prophage induction and a set point like that of the wild type [11] . Again, we conclude that cooperativity is not an essential feature of the l circuit, provided that second-site suppressors compensate for its absence. We surmise that it is a refinement to a basic ground plan, and note that the use of genetic selections was instrumental in this study.
Negative Autoregulation of cI
Negative autoregulation occurs by binding of CI to O R 3, but occupancy of O R 3 requires CI-mediated looping with O L and is nearly abolished by an O L 3 mutation [18] . A phage mutant bearing O L 3 mutations can undergo prophage induction, albeit with reduced efficiency and with a higher set point [18] (our unpublished data). Lysogens have a higher CI level [18] , probably because negative autoregulation is lost.
Presumably the set point could be tuned during evolution by changing the strength of P RM . Again, negative autoregulation of cI is not essential, though it makes prophage induction more efficient.
Repression of P RM by Cro
Cro is expressed early in prophage induction; it binds to O R 3, repressing P RM . Two studies suggest that this repression is not essential for prophage induction. First, Schubert et al. [24] made two mutants that allow binding of CI but not Cro to O R 3. In both, Cro can scarcely repress P RM . Lysogens of these phages can undergo prophage induction, but give a reduced yield of phage (the set point was not determined). Accordingly, repression by Cro is not essential in the sense used here, but it does make this process more efficient.
A second line of evidence comes from our studies (next section) in which Cro was replaced by Lac repressor [12] . Several isolates contain O R 3 in its normal position; hence, Lac repressor cannot repress P RM . Lysogens can undergo prophage induction, and give a phage yield slightly smaller than that of l. Again, repression of P RM is not essential for induction. Importantly, the set point is increased from that seen in the wild type. This finding implies that a role of P RM repression by Cro is to modulate the switching process, driving cells that are in an undecided regulatory state towards switching and making the switching process more crisp and decisive.
Synthetic Versions of the l Circuitry
In a separate set of studies, we made more drastic changes in the l circuitry by replacing Cro and CI with other repressors. Initially, we replaced Cro with Lac repressor, using a combinatorial approach, with several alleles of four cisacting sites to afford a range of parameter values [38] . Because Cro and CI bind to the same operators, we could not remove the Cro binding sites, but the lac operator lies downstream of the transcription start point, and lacO sites were installed in this position. Several variants have relatively normal behavior by our usual criteria; prophage induction by UV light has threshold behavior and a near wild-type set point. A refined version of these constructs used a dimeric form of Lac repressor, more closely resembling the properties of Cro [12] ; these variants give the increase in set point described in the previous section.
In an extension of this approach ( Figure 1B) , we also replaced CI and its operators with Tet repressor (TetR) and several tetO operators [39] . TetR is not known to support positive autoregulation or to have cooperativity; hence, these l tet-lac phages can be considered as variants lacking these features. In our circuit design, TetR cannot repress its own expression, preventing negative autoregulation. TetR dimerization has not been analyzed directly, so it is unclear whether weak dimerization contributes non-linearity to the circuit. One residual source of non-linearity is weak dimerization of the dimeric Lac repressor. Hence, most of the sources of non-linearity and positive feedback have been removed. The circuit also retains double-negative feedback. Again we used a combinatorial approach to allow a range of parameter values, expecting that only certain parameter sets would give a proper balance to the circuitry. Several of these l tet-lac phages can lysogenize and undergo prophage induction, but with a striking and unexpected twist. As expected, they are induced by anhydrotetracycline (aTc), which removes TetR from the DNA; but they are also induced by iso-propylthiogalactopyranoside (IPTG), which weakens Lac repressor binding [39] . Hence, in addition to the intended removal of TetR autoregulation, the l tet-lac phages have a further change in the wiring diagram relative to the wild type l; Lac repressor is required to maintain the lysogenic state, whereas Cro does not serve this purpose in l. In addition, the lysogenic state is not highly stable; phage production after induction by aTc or IPTG increases only by factors of 10 3 to 10 4 for most lysogenizing variants. We surmise that both reduced stability and the altered wiring diagram result from removing nearly all of the features conferring non-linearity and positive feedback on the circuit.
Balance in the l Circuit
Balance plays a critical role in the l circuitry. The lysislysogeny decision must be balanced so as to allow both outcomes. Lysogens must be stable enough to persist, but not so stable that they cannot switch upon induction. The studies described above provide additional examples, including the ability of second-site suppressors to restore balance to phages with defects in cooperativity or positive autoregulation. In the l lac and l tet-lac phages, the function of both Lac and Tet repressors can be modulated by added ligands; hence, we can unbalance the lysis-lysogeny decision, or stability of the lysogenic state, by adding or removing ligands, then select for mutants that restore the balance [12, 38, 39] . Most of those studied carry mutations in cisacting sites. The availability of l lac and l tet-lac phages should facilitate further analyses of evolution and balance of regulatory circuits.
Evolution of Complex Regulatory Circuits
How do complex circuits arise during the course of evolution? The l studies can be viewed in terms of a two-stage model for this process ( Figure 5A ). This model is not new; various forms of it have been offered by many authors in the past, either indicating the possibility without specific mechanisms (for instance, [40] ) or giving feasible but hypothetical mechanistic pathways (for example, [41, 42] ). In this model, complex circuits arise in two steps. First, a simple, basic circuit arises that offers a selective advantage, allowing the primitive circuit to persist. For l, perhaps the advantage is the lysogenic life-style. Second, the circuit is refined or elaborated in two qualitatively different ways -its parameters are modified, and new features ('bells and whistles') are added that allow more optimal behavior, for example by balancing the circuit. Parameters of the circuit might include affinity of DNA-binding proteins for their sites, promoter strength, or reaction rates. Examples of bells and whistles are cooperative DNA binding and positive autoregulation.
In a simple example of this model ( Figure 5B ), the precursor cell has two separate regulatory circuits; regulator X regulates other genes (not shown) and negatively autoregulates its own expression. In the first stage, recombination joins these two circuits, creating a new wiring diagram that is a primitive form of a bistable circuit, with double-negative feedback. In the second stage, a refinement is added; one of the regulators gains the ability to stimulate its own expression. Adding positive feedback stabilizes that state of the circuit [2] .
How can this two-stage model be tested? Phylogenetic analysis can detect new components, but this is not feasible in prokaryotes because of the frequency of lateral gene transfer, or in phages because of recombination ( Figure 4) ; in any case, it is likely hard to detect subtle mechanistic features in this way. As discussed at the outset, another approach is based on the expectation that refinements might be dispensable, meaning once again that a mutant circuit lacking the refinement has qualitatively normal behavior. Such a mutant might be an intermediate form that could evolve towards more optimal behavior. If second-site suppressors are needed to confer near-normal behavior upon a mutant circuit, evolution toward the wild type would involve loss of these suppressors; indeed, the mechanistic basis of suppression suggests specific evolutionary pathways (for example, Figures 3 and 4) .
The l studies offer many examples that may be refinements. Qualitatively new features include cooperative DNA binding by CI, positive and negative autoregulation of cI, and repression of P RM by Cro. A plausible instance of parameter changes that improve function is the differential occupancy of the O R operators by CI and Cro, relative to a phage like l O R 323. Other examples of parameter changes are second-site suppressors that confer near-normal behavior on phages lacking positive autoregulation or cooperativity, and mutations or different allelic combinations in l lac and l tet-lac phages that alter the balance of regulatory states.
A possible example of the first stage is provided by the studies with l lac and l tet-lac phages. The data suggest that the l circuit retains a modular organization (where 'module' now refers to a regulatory protein, its cis-acting sites, and the functional consequences of its binding to those sites), as we can introduce a functional module (Lac repressor and several operators) and retain near-normal behavior. This finding is consistent with models ( Figure 5B ) in which the first stage occurs by combining simpler regulatory modules.
Other Examples
Well-studied eukaryotic circuits also provide plausible examples of the refinement process. Two are described here, both involving addition of new features (for other examples, and further discussion of evolutionary 'add-ons', to use Mark Ptashne's term, see [43] ). Readers familiar with other complex circuits can doubtless suggest additional examples.
The first example involves the cell-cycle control system of yeast, not a gene regulatory circuit but still an intricate and well-studied circuit. During mitosis, a recently identified positive feedback loop [44] confers switch-like behavior to the onset of anaphase ( Figure 6A ). Chromosomes at the metaphase plate abruptly separate as anaphase begins. Prior to separation, sister chromatids are held together by the protein cohesin. A protease termed separase degrades cohesin, but its activity is held in check by the protein securin until anaphase begins. Securin is targeted for destruction by the ubiquitin ligase activity of the anaphase promoting complex (APC); however, securin is protected from ubiquitination by phosphorylation, catalysed by Cdk1-Clb5. Securin phosphorylation is reversed by the action of the Cdc14 phosphatase, which in turn is activated by separase. Hence, phosphorylation of securin slows the rate at which separase is activated, and separase activation in turn stimulates dephosphorylation of securin. That is, the system has positive feedback of separase activation. Importantly, removing the relevant phosphorylation sites from securin by mutation cuts this positive feedback loop; in the mutant, the separation of chromatids is less synchronous. Perhaps for this reason, the frequency of chromosome mis-segregation is increased. Although the cells are viable, they are presumably less fit than the wild type. Addition of positive feedback improves function relative to the mutant, consistent with the two-stage model. Another example ( Figure 6B ) comes from early embryogenesis in Drosophila [45] . During this process, a set of transcription factors is expressed in an elaborate temporal and spatial pattern. The first regulators expressed, the 'gap gene' products, are expressed in broad zones along the antero-posterior axis of the embryo. For later stages in development to occur correctly, the positions of these zones need to be specified accurately. For instance, the protein Hunchback (Hb) is expressed in two zones. A recent study [45] focused on the anterior zone of Hb, specifically on its posterior boundary. One contributor to the location of this boundary is the Bicoid (Bcd) protein, which is made at the anterior end of the embryo and diffuses towards the posterior, forming a concentration gradient (see diagrams in [46] ). Hb is expressed only when the Bcd level exceeds a threshold value. However, when the position of the Bcd gradient and the Hb boundary are measured in multiple embryos, the variation in the Hb boundary is less than that in Bcd levels at that position. This implies that other factors contribute to the precision with which the Hb boundary is located. A computational model of the regulatory circuit predicts that two other gap gene products, Krü ppel (Kr) and Knirps (Kni), act as negative regulators of Hb, and that the variance in position should increase in a double Kr; kni mutant [45] . Indeed, in the double mutant, the variation is about the same as that for Bcd itself. Hence, the combined cross-regulatory action of Kr and Kni makes the position of the Hb boundary less variable, contributing to proper location of downstream products later in development.
This analysis indicates that the action of Kr and Kni make the system work better, but that they are not required to establish the Hb boundary at all. The example is not completely apt, since Kr and kni mutations are lethal due to other patterning defects, but it suggests that their role in placing this boundary may be a refinement to a more basic circuit.
Further Considerations Nature has a flexible toolkit for adding new qualitative features. Cis-acting sites can be added, removed, or changed by rearrangements, point mutations, insertions or deletions [47] . The function of existing cis-acting sites can also be altered by changing their relative arrangements. For instance, the mode of cooperative binding by the CI protein of phage HK022 changes from alternate pairwise, as seen in l (see Figure 2 legend), to an 'extended' mode in which CI binds cooperatively to three adjacent sites, when we reduce the spacing between operators [48] . Hence the function of an existing site can be altered by nearby changes.
New features can also be added by creating or modifying protein-protein interactions. Particularly if the components are involved in multiple interactions, as with cooperative DNA binding or positive autoregulation in l, new interactions may simply be new protein-protein contacts, not involving much energy [41, 43, 49] and should be relatively easy to evolve. For instance, six changes (and possibly as few as three) in l CI suffice to allow cooperative interaction with the cognate repressor protein of phage P22 [36] . Protein phosphorylation can serve as a facile means of evolving protein-protein interactions without the need for precise spatial arrangements [50] . The action of protein scaffolds [42] affords another means of adding new connections to a complex circuit.
Not only the gain, but the loss of specific mechanistic features from a complex circuit can lead to novel behavior or phenotypes. For instance, in Drosophila loss of dark pigmentation in wings or abdominal segments can occur by mutation of cis-regulatory sites controlling expression of pigmentation genes, and has occurred multiple times [47] . In stickleback fishes, deletion of an enhancer that drives expression of a transcription factor leads to reduced pelvic structures, a selective advantage in some environments; again, this has occurred several times [51] . Clearly, regulatory circuits do not invariably become more complex.
It is plausible that circuits arising by the two-stage model will prove to be prevalent among extant circuits, for two reasons. First, their primitive forms likely had a much greater probability of arising initially than a circuit that needs all the bells and whistles to operate at all. Second, circuits that can be modified as suggested are 'evolvable' [52, 53] in the sense that they had, and may continue to have, the ability to change and refine their behavior.
On a larger scale, evolution of complex circuits most likely occurs in multiple stages. Two circuits may evolve separately and independently as the model suggests, later to be connected together in a further instance of the first stage, followed by further refinement. Perhaps the l circuit evolved in such a stepwise fashion, in which a precursor to the O L region was added to a version of the O R region, followed by further elaboration and by establishing communication between the two regions.
Another way to validate the two-stage model is becoming feasible. The approaches of synthetic biology should be able to create an evolutionary pathway that culminates in an intricately connected circuit. These efforts are beginning to include site-directed or random mutagenesis, followed by experimental evolution, to improve the function of designed Once a small amount of separase is activated, it further activates Cdc14, leading to increased degradation of securin in a positive feedback loop -separase stimulates its own further production. Mutating the phosphorylation sites in securin breaks this loop, since securin degradation is no longer inhibited by phosphorylation. (Adapted from [44] .) (B) Regulation of hb in Drosphila at the posterior border of the anterior Hb zone. The hb gene is controlled by Bcd [45] in an incoherent feed-forward loop as shown (adapted from [46] ). This network motif [61] might allow more rapid synthesis of Hb earlier rather than later. One additional feature, not shown, is that Hb positively autoregulates its own expression, a feature that sharpens the border, but does not affect its position. Repressive action of Kr and Kni is somewhat redundant.
circuits [54, 55] , which should facilitate this process. Still, showing that such a pathway is possible is not proof that this is how it works in nature. Extending our knowledge of natural circuits will continue to be instrumental in understanding how they came to be. Several concerns complicate reconstruction of circuit evolution. As noted above, features can be lost. In addition, selective pressures can change with time (for example, Figure 4 ). Moreover, a particular feature could have evolved under different selective pressures than currently exist, or that are used in the laboratory. Accordingly, though a particular pathway might be hard to evolve with known selective pressures, an expanded range of conditions might facilitate it. Lack of certain features might be more or less deleterious depending on the conditions; this is hard to assess for l since we do not study it or its host in their natural environments. A feature could also have evolved initially to serve a different function than it currently does [56] .
Finally, there are at least two caveats to the predictions that dispensable features are add-ons and vice-versa. First, a feature may have been necessary during the early evolution of a circuit, but then became dispensable once other features were added to the circuit. For instance, our attempts to remove both cooperativity and positive autoregulation from the l circuitry have not given variants that can form stable lysogens, leading us to suggest that these two features are partially redundant in stabilizing the lysogenic state [31] . 'Redundancy' generally refers to different gene products carrying out biochemically-related functions; we term this alternative form 'systems-level redundancy', because both proteins confer properties that improve the overall behavior of the system. In this view, perhaps one but not both of these features are refinements.
Conversely, an added feature can become essential. In organisms with little or no lateral gene transfer, phylogenetic analysis can identify late-arriving components. A prime example is Bicoid, which is present only in higher diptera [57] but does play an essential role in dipteran development. Bicoid likely evolved by gene duplication of another Hox gene, and somehow replaced a more ancestral system of antero-posterior patterning.
Although exceptions clearly exist to equating dispensable features with add-ons, continuing to test whether features are dispensable should help us evaluate whether this approach can identify late arrivals. In addition, such tests help to show that simpler versions of complex circuits can function, and give grounds for optimism that similar approaches may help us understand functioning and evolution of even more complex eukaryotic circuits.
